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PROCESSORS
The present invention relates to communication between processors.
Typically communication between processors is arranged as the
transmission of a packet composed of a header and data. The packet is
sent from a single source processor and may be sent to a single
destination processor; to a fixed number of destination processors,
commonly two; to all processors in an acyclic graph (tree) of processors;
to all processors in a cyclic graph (loop) of processors; or it may be
broadcast to all processors in an arbitrary graph in the expectation that
some of the processors are prepared to accept the packet. Communication
may also be via memory when a processor stores data in memory and a
processor fetches data from memory.
Some prior art systems will now be described. These use a number of
common principles, seven of which are identified, and features of the
systems described which use the same principles are identified by the
same reference numerals from (i) to (vii) . When a packet is sent from its
source to a single destination, the header may encode the destination
and/or the source. Source processors may (i) forward the packet without
modifying it. Alternatively, they may use information in the header to
look up an intermediate destination. The packet may then be (ii) sent
directly to the processor at the intermediate destination. This implies that
a source processor has access to a dedicated route to an intermediate
processor. Alternatively, (iii) the address of the intermediate processor
may be added to the header, before the packet is sent on its way via (ii) a
dedicated or (iv) a widely accessible route. Adding information to the
header makes the header longer. It can be seen that sending a packet from
a single source to a single destination, using methods known in the art, is
either (i) a fixed operation or else (ii) it implies having a dedicated route
or else (iii) it implies that the header is of variable size. The routing of a
packet from a single source to a fixed number of destinations is
essentially similar.
When a packet is sent from its source to all processors in a tree it may be
(ii) sent on a dedicated route or (iii) all of the destinations in the tree may
be encoded in a variable length header. These alternatives, (ii) and (iii) ,
are the same as above. The routing of a packet from a single source to all
processors in a loop is essentially similar.
When a packet is broadcast from its source to all processors in a graph
(v) the packet is delivered to many processors but, generally, only some
of the processors accept the packet. This generally implies that routes to
some or all of the non-accepting processors are wasted.
When a processor sends data to memory it commonly sends the data to the
destination address via (iv) a widely accessible route. It may send the data
to a single address or it may send data indirectly via a second and a third
distinct addresses. In principle (vi) any number of indirections that is
fixed and known at the source could be used. But, in the art, this does not
exceed three addresses: two indirect addresses and one final address, all
of which addresses are distinct. The alternative, (iv) , is the same as
above. The fetching of data from memory is similar.
A processor may also send data to memory via a sequence of caches. In
this case (i) a packet composed of the address and data is unmodified, and
is (ii) sent via a direct route to a fixed sequence of caches until the
memory transaction is complete. These alternatives, (i) and (ii) , are the
same as above. The fetching of data from memory via a sequence of
caches is essentially similar.
In all of the above communication methods, (vii) a packet may be
delivered to an intermediate processor and/or it may be passed on to a
successor processor. However, in some embodiments of a computer
architecture of our own devising, which we have simulated in software,
we provide an apparatus for communicating between processors which we
find reduces, by up to 30%, the number of instructions needed by our
parallel computer to execute a given program, as compared to any
combination of the above communication methods known in the art. More
generally, some embodiments of our invention improve the performance
of a class of parallel computers. Some embodiments of our apparatus
allow a packet to be modified or to be (i) fixed; to be sent via (ii) a
dedicated or (iv) a widely accessible route to one or more processors; but
do not require the header to (iii) vary in size; they do allow (v) a packet
to be broadcast. They allow any number of, not necessarily distinct,
indirections to be used, that number not being known or fixed at the
source, in contrast to (vi) . They do allow (vii) a packet to be delivered to
an intermediate processor and/or to a successor processor. In short, in
some embodiments of our invention, many of the communication methods
known in the art are allowed, but are made more efficient for applications
in parallel computing, by using a fixed size of header, whose contents
may be modified, and by allowing a number of, not necessarily distinct,
indirections which are generally not known or fixed at the source. In this
way an arbitrarily complex route is defined which can be followed by a
message having a fixed length header.
Accordingly the present invention provides a processing system
comprising a plurality of processors and communication means arranged
to carry messages between the processors. Each of the processors may
have an operating instruction memory field arranged to hold stored
operating instructions, which may including a re-routing target address.
Each processor may also be arranged to receive a message including
operating instructions, which may include a target address. On receipt of
the message each processor may be arranged to perform any one or more
of the following steps: check the target address in the message to
determine whether it corresponds to an address associated with the
processor; if the target address in the message does correspond to a target
address associated with the processor, to check the operating instructions
in the message to determine whether the message is to be re-routed; and if
the message is to be re-routed to replace operating instructions within the
message with the stored operating instructions, and place the message on
the communication means for delivery to the re-routing target address.
The target address may comprise a processor address, or it may comprise
the address of a register or other memory field associated with a
particular processor. For example it may comprise a high level address
field indicating a processor, and a low level address field which may
indicate a register or other memory field within the processor, or may not
be associated with any specific register or memory field within the
processor. In this case it includes both a processor address and a register
or memory field address.
The present invention further provides a processing system comprising a
plurality of processors, which may form an array, and a communication
means, which may be a pipe, arranged to carry messages between the
processors, wherein each of the processors has a re-routing address
memory field arranged to hold a processor address. Each processor may
also have a delivery instruction memory field arranged to hold a delivery
instruction. Each processor may be arranged to receive a message
including a target address and a re-routing instruction. Each processor
may be arranged, on receipt of the message to check the target address to
determine whether it corresponds to the processor's own address. If the
target address does correspond to the processor's own address, the
processor may be arranged to check the re-routing instruction to
determine whether the message is to be re-routed. If the message is to be
re-routed the processor may be arranged to put the re-routing address into
the message. This may replace a re-routing address in the message. It
may be arranged to put the delivery instruction into the message to
indicate to the processor at the re-routing address whether it is to re-route
the message. It may then place the message on the communication means
for delivery to the re-routing address.
Each processor may be arranged, if the message is to be re-routed, to
replace an address, which may be a processor address, and which may be
a used address, within the message with the re-routing address. The used
address may be the processor's own address or associated with the
processor. The message may include a routing address field holding at
least one address, which may comprise a processor address, for use in
routing the message, including the target address, and if the message is to
be re-routed the address which the processor is arranged to replace with
the re-routing address may be an address held in the routing address field.
This enables the length of the message to remain the same, for example
including a fixed number of address fields, which may be one field or a
plurality of fields, containing a fixed number of addresses, which again
may be one or a plurality, as it is transmitted between processors. The
length of the message can therefore be independent of the length of the
route which it is to follow. If there is only one address field, then the
address in that field will generally be the target address, and the
processor may be arranged to replace the target address in the received
message, which will generally be its own address or associated with it,
with the re-routing address, so that the re-routing address forms the target
address in the re-routed message. If there is more than one address field
within the message, then the re-routing address stored at the processor
may replace the processor's own address as target. Alternatively it may
replace another address, for example an address which has previously
been used as a target address. In other words, the re-routing address may
be used to form the target address of the re-routed message, or it may be
inserted into the message for use as a target address in a subsequent re-
routing.
The operating or delivery instruction in the message may include a r e
routing instruction. The stored operating instruction may include a further
re-routing instruction, Each processor may be arranged, if the message is
to be re-routed, to replace a re-routing instruction within the message,
which may be a used re-routing instruction, with the further re-routing
instruction from the operating or delivery instruction memory field.
The operating or delivery instruction may comprise a store instruction
indicating whether the message is to be stored at the processor at the r e
routing address.
Each processor may be arranged to determine from the message whether
the message is to be stored, and if it is, to store at least a part of the
message. Each message may be arranged to determine from a delivery
instruction or operating instruction in the received message whether the
message is to be stored. The operating instruction or delivery instruction
may include a re-routing instruction.
Each of the processors may be further arranged to perform an instruction
using a part of the message as an input.
The processor may have a further address memory field arranged to hold
a further re-routing address and, if the message is to be re-routed, the
processor may be arrange to place the message on the communication
means for delivery, or re-routing, to the further re-routing address.
The delivery instruction or re-routing instruction may have a fixed
number of possible states indicating, preferably independently of the
processor at which it is stored and the re-routing address to which it is to
be sent, whether the message is to be re-routed at the processor at the r e
routing address. The delivery instruction, or the store instruction, may
also indicate, preferably in a similarly consistent way, whether the
message is to be stored at the processor at the re-routing address.
The communication means may comprise a pipe and may comprise a
plurality of frames and be arranged to move the data and/or the control
tokens between frames to move them along the communication means.
Each processor may have one or more of the frames associated with it
from which data can be written to the processor.
The data may be carried on the communication means in the form of data
tokens.
Each processor may be arranged to perform the same instruction as every
other processor. Each processor may be arranged to perform only one
instruction. Each time that each processor performs its instruction it may
be able to identify no, one, or more than one, data target processor, and
no, one, or more than one control target processor. This can enable it to
transmit data to multiple processors in parallel. The communication
means may be arranged to transmit the result to the identified data target
processor so that it can be written into the data target processor.
Each processor may be arranged to transmit a control token by writing it
to the communication means together with the address of the control
target processor to which it is to be transmitted. Each processor may be
able, on performing the instruction, to identify a plurality of control
target processors to which it can transmit control tokens in parallel.
Each processor is preferably arranged, when it has transmitted the result
and a control token to any identified target processors, to give up
possession of its control token so that it will not perform the instruction
again until it receives another control token.
The instruction may be a multiply-add of the form a x b + c — r ' .
Each processor may be arranged to select any control processors on the
basis of the result r'. For example each processor may be arranged to
determine whether the result r ' is less than zero, zero, greater than zero,
or nullity (as defined in J . A. D. W. Anderson, Norbert Vδlker, Andrew
A. Adams Perspex Machine VIlI: Axioms of Trarisreal Arithmetic" in
Vision Geometry XV, Longin Jan Lateki, David M. Mount, Angela Y.
Wu, Editors, Proceedings of SPIE Vol. 6499 (2007) , and select any
control target processors or data target processors accordingly.
Each processor may comprise a plurality of memory cells in which the
inputs to the instruction, which may be received over the communication
means, can be stored. Each processor may comprise a plurality of
memory cells in which addresses of control target processors can be
stored. All memory in every processor may be set to a fixed value on
power up so that the processors do not execute arbitrary programs as
would otherwise be the case with arbitrary values being set on power up.
The processors may be each arranged to perform an instruction once in
each of a series of operating cycles, and the communication means may
comprise a plurality of pipes each arranged to transmit data in a
respective direction. Each processor may comprise a plurality of output
means each arranged to output data onto a respective one of the pipes in
the form of tokens. At least one of the output means may be arranged to
output two tokens onto the same pipe in one operating cycle of the
processor.
Indeed the present invention further provides a processing system
comprising a plurality of processors each arranged to perform an
instruction once in each of a series of operating cycles, and
communication means arranged to carry messages between the processors,
wherein the communication means comprises a plurality of pipes each
arranged to transmit data in a respective direction, and each processor
comprises a plurality of output means each arranged to output data onto a
respective one of the pipes in the form of tokens, at least one of the
output means being arranged to output two tokens onto the same pipe in
one operating cycle of the processor.
Each pipe may comprise a plurality of memory frames. The
communication means may be arranged to transfer tokens between
adjacent pipe frames, to carry the messages, at a pipe frequency which
may be higher than that of the operating cycle of the processors.
The processor may be arranged to output two tokens to the same pipe
frame at different times within the operating cycle of the processor and
the communication means may be arranged to transmit the first of the
tokens to another pipe frame before the second token is output onto the
pipe.
The present invention further provides a method of setting up a
processing system according to the invention. The method may comprise
loading a respective re-routing address into the re-routing address
memory field of a plurality of the processors. The method may comprise
loading a respective delivery instruction into the delivery instruction
memory field of a plurality of the processors. The method may thereby
define a route along which data can be communicated between a plurality
of the processors,
Preferred embodiments of the present invention will now be described by
way of example only with reference to the accompanying drawings in
which:
Figure 1 is a schematic diagram of a processor chip according to an
embodiment of the invention;
Figure 2 is a schematic view of one processor and sections of pipes of the
chip of Figure 1;
Figure 3 is a schematic diagram of a part of one of the pipes of the chip
of Figure 1;
Figure 4 is a diagram showing the input and re-routing output of the
processor of Figure 2 ;
Figure 5 is a diagram showing the input and output of the processor 12 of
Figure 2 operating in a different mode;
Figure 6 is a schematic diagram of a processor forming part of a further
embodiment of the invention; and
Figure 7 is a schematic diagram of a processing system according to a
further embodiment of the invention.
Referring to Figure 1, a processor chip 10 comprises a two dimensional
rectangular array of processors 12. Each processor or tuple 12 has an
address defined by perpendicular coordinates x , y. The main array is of
finite size with addresses having y coordinates centred on the origin and
extending from - ymax to +ymax and x coordinates also centred on the origin
and extending from - xmax to +xmax . At each end of each row and each
column of the main array of processors 12 is an input/output processor or
I/O device 14 which has either an x coordinate of + or - or a y
coordinate of + or - . Only one quarter of the chip 10 is shown in
Figure 1, which is in the positive quadrant of the coordinate system. A
number of chips can be combined to form a single machine with data
moving from one chip to the next via the I/O devices 14.
A series of pipes 20 are laid out in a rectangular grid between the
processors 12. Between each column of processors 12, there are a pair of
pipes extending in the y direction, one +Y being arranged to transfer data
in the positive Y direction and the other -Y being arranged to transfer
data in the negative Y direction. Between each row of processors 12,
there are a pair of pipes extending in the X direction, one +X being
arranged to transfer data in the positive X direction and the other -X
being arranged to transfer data in the negative X direction. Each pair of
pipes 20 is shown as a single line in Figure 1, but the parts of the
individual pipes 20 surrounding one of the processors 12 are shown in
Figure 2. Figure 2 therefore shows a single processor tile 22 which forms
a basic unit which is repeated across the chip 10 to build up the entire
chip. Each processor 12 is connected to each of the four pipes 20 that are
adjacent to it on its four sides, so that each processor can put data onto
the appropriate pipe for it to be transmitted in any of the four directions.
Referring to Figure 3, each of the uni-directional pipes 20 comprises a
series of pipe frames 24 each of which is made up of a number of memory
cells, and a parallel series of temporary frames 26 each of which is made
up of the same number of memory cells. Each of the temporary frames 26
is connected to two adjacent pipe frames 24 so that it can receive data
from one of them and output data into the other of them. Therefore data
can be transmitted along the pipe by being transferred from one pipe
frame 24 to the next one in the direction of the pipe, via the appropriate
temporary frame 26. Each processor 12 is connected to one of the pipe
frames 24 on each of the pipes that pass adjacent to it, so that it can
accept data from the pipe, and write data to the pipe at that point. Each
processor 12 has two output channels 29a 29b which allow the processor
to put two outputs onto the pipe so that they will be transmitted in
different pipe frames 24. These are shown schematically as parallel
channels formed of parallel wires, communicating with adjacent pipe
frames 24, but can, in practice, be in the form of a single wire which can
transmit two outputs using time multiplexing to provide the two channels.
In that arrangement the processor is arranged to output two tokens to the
same pipe frame at different times within the operating cycle of the
processor and the pipe is arranged to transmit the first of the tokens to
another pipe frame before the second token is output onto the pipe.
All of the processors 12 and all of the pipe frames 24 and temporary
frames 26 are connected to a common clock line 28, on which a clock
signal is transmitted. This is used to coordinate the timing of the transfer
of data along the pipes 20 and between the pipes 20 and processors 12, as
well as the performance of instructions by the processors. The data in a
pipe frame is copied to its adjacent pipe frame, via a temporary pipe
frame, every clock tick. Generally the moving of data between pipe
frames 24 occurs at a frequency that is higher than the frequency at which
each of the processor 12 performs its instruction. This allows a processor
12 to transmit more than one datum along a single pipe in one processor
operating cycle, with each datum being put onto the pipe 20 via a
respective one of the output channels 29a, 29b. The processors can each
perform their instruction once very operating cycle. All the processors
have the same operating cycle length, or 'processor clock tick', which
may be equal in length to two or more pipe clock ticks. Barring
fabrication errors, processors 12 have a neighbouring tuple on either side,
and I/O tuples have a neighbouring tuple on exactly one side.
Each processor 12 is arranged to perform its instruction, which may be
the same single instruction for all of the processors, having the form:
u x v + w r '
write (r' , r)
jump(r' , 1, z , g , n)
as described in international patent application No. PCT/GB2008/001821.
Alternatively the processors 12 may perform different instructions and
each processor may be arranged to perform more than one instruction.
Each processor 12 has a buffer that accepts tokens from the pipe 20.
When the processor 12 computes it copies the buffer into internal
registers and operates on the internal registers.
Messages on the pipe 20 are transmitted in the form of tokens. Each token
in this embodiment is either a data token or a control token, or both, as
indicated by an appropriate flag or flags within the token. Each processor
12 is arranged to receive data in the form of data tokens, and to perform
its instruction when it receives a control token. When it has performed its
instruction, each processor 12 can send on data as part of an output
message in the form of a token which may include the result of the
instruction, to one or more other processors 12 in the form of data
tokens, and pass control to one or more other processors 12 using a
control token. Therefore it will be appreciated that each processor 12
needs to be able to output two or more tokens onto the pipes 20 each time
it performs its instruction, i.e. in each processor operating cycle. These
tokens may be placed onto different pipes 20 to be transmitted in different
directions, but they may be placed on the same pipe 20 for transmission
in the same direction, and this is enabled by the multiple output channels
29a, 29b. In some cases more than two output channels may be required
on each edge of the processor.
Referring to Figure 4 , each processor 12 includes a memory store 50 in
which received data can be stored and processing components 52 which
are arranged to perform an instruction producing a result which can be
included in a processing output message 54 for transmission to another
processor. The format of the processing output message can be the same
as the received message, but will generally include a header h and data
d . In addition to its ability to perform one or more instructions to
generate the processing output, each processor is arranged to perform a
re-routing function on a received token. To achieve this, each of the
processors 12 includes an 'own address' memory field 30 in which its
own address a is stored, a hopping address field 32 in which a hopping
address a2 can be stored, a delivery instruction field 34, 36 which
includes a store instruction field 34 and hop instruction field 36, each of
which contains a one bit flag having two states: a 'set' state and a
'cleared' state. More generally the delivery instruction can be considered
as a single instruction that can have any of a fixed number of states, in
this case four, indicating whether the message is to be hopped (re-routed)
at the next processor and whether the message is to be stored at the next
processor. The delivery instruction is independent of the processor at
which it is stored and the re-routing address to which it is to be sent.
The processor 12 is arranged to receive a message in the form of a token
38 which includes a data field 46 including data d , and a header which
holds operating instructions indicating what operations the processor is to
perform on the data, The header includes an address field 40, a delivery
instruction field including a store instruction field 42, and a hop
instruction field 44. The address field 40, which may be considered a
target address field, includes the address L1 of the target processor to
which the token is being sent, the store instruction field 42 contains a
store instruction which, in this case, is in the form of a one bit flag,
which can be set or cleared, indicating whether the data is to be stored at
the target processor, and the hop instruction field 44 contains a hop
instruction which, in this case, is in the form of a one bit flag, which can
be set or cleared, indicating whether the data is to be 'hopped' i.e. sent
on from the target processor to another processor.
Each processor is therefore arranged so that it can act as a 'signpost'
which receives a message addressed to it together with a flag indicating
whether it is to be sent on. If the message is to be sent on, the processor
inserts a new address into the message, inserts a further delivery
instruction into the message indicating whether it is to be stored and/or
sent on again from the next processor, and sends the message on to the
next processor. In order to achieve this, when the message 38 arrives at
the processor 12, the processor 12 is arranged to compare the address L1
in address field 40 of the message with its own address. If these addresses
do not match, the message is not addressed to the processor, so it simply
allows the message to move on along the pipe. If the addresses do match,
the processor 12 checks the store instruction field 42 and the hop
instruction field 44 in the received message. If the store instruction flag S1
is set indicating that the data in the message is to be stored, the processor
12 stores the data within its own memory 50, for example so that it can
perform an instruction on the received data using the processing
components 52 to produce a result which can also be placed on the pipe as
a 'processing output' 54 for transmission to another processor. If the
store instruction flag S1 is clear indicating that the data is not to be stored,
then it is not stored. If the hop instruction flag i 1 is set to indicate that
the data is to be hopped to another processor, then the processor 12 is
arranged to insert the address a2 from its hop address field 32 into the
message as a new target address in the address field 40, replacing its own
address a which is currently there, and insert the delivery instruction
from its delivery instruction field 34, 36 into the message. Specifically
this includes updating the header fields 40, 42, 44 of the message by
inserting the store instruction flag S2 from its store instruction field 34
and the hop instruction flag h2 from its hop instruction field 36 into the
appropriate fields of the message to replace the delivery instruction which
is currently there. Then, the processor 12 is arranged to place the
message 38 onto the appropriate one of the pipes 20, as a re-routing
output, for delivery to the processor identified in the hop address field.
The target processor address a2 and the store and hop instructions S2, h2
are retained in the appropriate memory fields of the processor 12, so that
any further tokens targeted to the processor can also be re-routed along
the same route.
If the hop instruction flag h in the received message is clear indicating
that the message is not to be transmitted on to another processor, then the
processor 12 can either not re-transmit the message at all, or it can place
it on the pipe as an empty token, for transmission to, and re-use by,
another processor. Marking both the hopping instruction field and the
store instruction field of the re-transmitted token as clear can be used to
mark the token as empty.
The format of the message may vary, but in this case it only includes one
address field 40, one store instruction field 42 and one hop instruction
field 44. Therefore, when the message is received and sent on by a
processor, the address of that processor in the message is simply replaced
by the new target processor address a2 taken from the hopping address
field 32, and the store instruction flag and hopping instruction flag in the
incoming message are replaced by the new store and hopping instructions
taken from the memory fields 34, 36. This means that the message can be
sent along an arbitrarily long route between processors without the size of
the message increasing as the length of the route increases, as each time it
is put on the pipe it only needs to include the address and delivery
instructions for the next processor along the route. Also, because each
processor can produce two output messages, one processing output
including the result of performing its instruction on received data, and
one re-routing or hopping output which re-routes the received data to
another processor, this allows a branching of the line of communication
through the processor. More generally, the processing output and the
hopping output can be sent to a plurality of processors, for example any
number of copies of each type of output can be sent to different
processors, either being sent out in the same direction or in different
directions. The number of output channels on each edge of the processor
may be greater than two if required. This supports a wide range of
parallel programming idioms which may be supported by a compiler of
parallel processing languages.
It will be appreciated that, with the address a2 stored in the hopping
address field 32, and the delivery instruction stored in the delivery
instruction field 34, 36, a route can be defined from one of the processors
to another via any number of intermediate processors. The route can be
arbitrarily complex and arbitrarily long because the route is defined by
data stored at the processors on the route, with the token being
communicated along the route at any one time carrying data that defines a
fixed small part only, typically of one or two steps, of the route. In this
embodiment the chip 10 is programmable, and the address a2 stored in the
hopping address field 32, and the delivery instruction S2 h2 stored in the
delivery instruction field 34, 36, can be set as required. In some
programs the route is fixed by the compiler so that any data sent by the
first processor in the route to the second, with a hopping instruction to
send the data on, will proceed along the route to the final target processor
at the end of the route. In other programs the compiler generates a
program which can over-write addresses and delivery instructions so as to
switch a data flow. This may be done, for example, to divert a data
stream when some target data in the stream have been detected. In this
way, the string processing functions of an ordinary computer can be
implemented in a parallel computer.
In other embodiments, such as in a field programmable gate array
(FPGA) system or an application specific integrated circuit (ASIC) , while
the program is running the route remains fixed so that any data sent by
the first processor in the route to the second, with a hopping instruction
to send the data on, will proceed along the route to the final target
processor at the end of the route. However the chip can be re-
programmed by loading a different set of addresses and delivery
instructions into the appropriate fields of the processors, so that different
programs can be run. In other embodiments the chip may be non
programmable with the stored addresses and delivery instructions being
fixed.
In other embodiments, the message can be made more complex. For
example it can include two address fields within a routing address field,
each address field holding one processor address. The two addresses can
then be updated alternately as the message is transmitted from processor
to processor along the route. Similarly there may be two delivery
instruction fields each associated with one of the address fields which can
be updated alternately. This still keeps the routing part of the message to
a fixed length, by replacing a used address and delivery instructions with
new addresses and delivery instructions. In this case the re-routing
address at the processor may not replace the processor's own address but
may replace a previous address which has already been used as a target
address. Alternatively the re-routing address may be inserted so as not to
form the target address in the immediately re-transmitted message, but so
as to be used as a target address in a subsequent hop, the target address
for the immediate re-transmission being already present in the message.
Therefore the processor may place the message on the pipe for delivery
either directly or indirectly to the re-routing address.
Referring to Figure 5, in a further embodiment any one of the processors
12 can be arranged to re-transmit the received message as two separate
messages or tokens 66, 68 to two target processors, which may be on the
same or different pipes. This provides a further mechanism for the
communication line within the system to branch. In order to do this, each
processor includes two hopping address/instruction fields 62, 64 which
can contain the addresses a2, a3 of two separate target processors, and two
associated two-part delivery instructions S2, h2, S3, h3 for the respective
target processor. In this case, if the received message has the hop
instruction field flagged, then the processor 12 is arranged to place two
output tokens on the pipe, one addressed to each of the target processors
identified by the addresses stored in the two address/instruction fields 62,
64. It will be appreciated that in this arrangement the size of the received
message does not need to change, depending on how many processors it is
to be 'hopped' or retransmitted to. Each processor that receives the
message only needs the message to flag whether it is to be hopped on or
not, and if it is, all of the information required to perform the re-
transmission is stored at the processor.
Referring to Figure 6, in another embodiment the processor 12 has a
number if internal registers, in this case four 71, 72, 73, 74 are shown.
Three of these 71, 72, 73 are used to store the inputs to the instruction
which the processor is arranged to perform, and one 74 is arranged to
store the result of the instruction. Each register has its own address, alx
where a is the address of the processor 12 and x indicates which register
within the processor is being addressed. The processor 12 further
comprises processing components 76 arranged to perform the instruction,
and a hopping address field 78 arranged to store a hopping address, in the
form a2x where a2 identifies the target processor to which the token is to
be forwarded, and x indicates the register within the target processor to
which the token is addressed. Each received token 84 includes a target
address alx and data d . On receipt of a token addressed to the processor
12, the processor copies the token into a buffer 80. If the token is
addressed to one of the registers 71, 72, 73 then it is copied into that
register. If it is addressed to the result register 74, then it is not copied
into that register, but is forwarded on to another processor by replacing
the target address in the token with the address stored in the hopping
address field 78. The result register address of each processor is therefore
used as a sink register address. This means that the token can be made to
follow a route which can be arbitrarily long and complex, by being
forwarded, or hopped, repeatedly with the sink address, in this case the
result register address, of each processor on the route being used as the
hopping address. When the target address of a non-sink register, such as
registers 1 to 3 in the processor of Figure 6, is inserted into the token,
the processor at which it is inserted will be the penultimate processor in
the route, and the token will be delivered to the final target register at the
final processor in the route, and will not be forwarded further. Therefore
in this embodiment the full register address, as stored and as inserted in
the token, includes one high level part which identifies the processor to
which the token is to be sent, and another low level part which determines
both whether the token is to be hopped or stored and, if stored, in which
register. This therefore enables the data in the token to be forwarded
along a route of any length and complexity, but without being delivered to
any of the processors along the route, except the final one.
In a modification to the embodiment of Figure 6, each processor has a
delivery instruction memory field containing a hopping instruction, which
can be a single bit as in the embodiment of Figure 4 . In this case each
incoming token includes a target register address, a hopping instruction,
and data. The hopping instruction determines whether the data is hopped
on to another processor or not. The target register address will either be
for one of the non-sink registers, in which case the processor is arranged
to store the data in the appropriate register, or it will be the sink register
address, in which case the data will not be stored. Therefore the default is
to store the data in the register the token is addressed to, but if that is the
sink register then the data will not be stored. Therefore, in this
arrangement also, the full register address, as carried in the token and as
stored in each processor for insertion into the token, includes a high level
part which identifies the processor to which the token is to be forwarded
and a low level part which determines whether the token is to be stored
and, if so, in which register. This arrangement therefore allows the data
to be forwarded along an arbitrarily complex route with the option of
storing the data at any of the processors along the route.
It will be appreciated that both the system of Figure 6, and the
modification to that system described above, use the presence of a sink
register in each processor, to which incoming data will never need to be
input. If no such sink register is present, then each processor can still
have sink address associated with it, which is equivalent to a register
address but is not associated with any specific register. The processor
therefore has more register addresses associated with it than it has
registers. Alternatively a system such as that of Figure 4 can be used in
which delivery instructions are used with one bit to control storing and
one to control hopping.
Each of the embodiments described above can be modified by the
inclusion in the token of a fetch bit (f) , or a longer fetch instruction,
which instructs the processor whether or not to replace the datum in an
outgoing token with the contents of one of the processor's memory
locations. In this case each processor is arranged to include a fetch
instruction memory field so that the processor can insert the fetch
instruction into the token with the target address, and hop and store
instructions if appropriate, when forwarding the token along the route.
Similarly any of the embodiments described above can modified so that
the token includes a control bit (c) which instructs the processor the token
is addressed to whether or not to execute its instruction or program. In
this case each processor also has a control instruction memory field
containing a control instruction which can be inserted into the token when
forwarding the token along the route.
It will be appreciated that the embodiments described above are examples
of the more general case in which any operation code may be used which
forms part of the token and which is arranged to instruct the processor to
which it is addressed to perform an associated operation, the operation
code to be forwarded to each processor on the route being stored at a
previous processor. The operation may be performed on the token, or
some data it contains, as it is delivered to a processor along the route, as
it is forwarded, or as it is delivered to the final destination of the route.
The re-routing or 'hopping' methods described above can be used to
perform a number of functions within the processing system. The simplest
process is to re-route a token at one of the processors 12 to change the
direction in which it is travelling. For example in a simple square
processor array a message can in theory be sent from any processor to
any other by travelling the required distance in the X direction and then
the required distance in the Y direction, with the processor at the point of
change of direction performing the re-routing function. Clearly more
complex routes can be laid out as required.
Other applications make use of the dual function of storing the received
data and generating a re-routing output including the received data. One
such application of the re-routing function is to initialize a vector, or
linear row of processors to the same datum. This can be achieved by
sending a message from one end of the row (or column) with delivery
instructions for each processor to store the datum from the message and
send the message on to the next processor in the row (or column) . A two-
dimensional array of processors can be initialized in a similar way, by
further generating a re-routing output from each processor in the initial
row, with the message being sent a long one row, and each processor in
the row being arranged to store the datum, send the message on along the
row, and also re-route it in the perpendicular direction down the
respective column.
Referring to Figure 7 , in another application, one of the processors 12a is
designated as a working processor and another 12b is designated as a
sentinel processor. The working processor 12a is arranged to perform an
instruction to generate a result, and to send the result to another
processor 12c, for example for further processing, and also to send the
result on to the sentinel processor 12b (whose address is stored at the
working processor 12a) . The three processors 12a, 12b, 12c are shown as
being adjacent to each other but they can be further apart. The sentinel
processor 12b is arranged to check the result that it receives and respond
in one of a number of ways depending on the result. For example the
sentinel processor 12b may be arranged, if the result meets one or more
conditions, to transmit a message back to the working processor 12a to
stop it outputting any further results. Alternatively the sentinel processor
12b may be arranged to send a message to a further processor if the result
meets one or more conditions. The advantage of the use of the
embodiments described above in this application is that the result can be
stored and sent to the sentinel processor 12b without the need for any
message headers to include more than one address and delivery
instructions made up of at most two bits.
CLAIMS
1. A processing system comprising a plurality of processors and
communication means arranged to carry messages between the processors,
wherein each of the processors has an operating instruction memory field
arranged to hold stored operating instructions including a re-routing
target address, and is arranged to receive a message including operating
instructions including a target address, and on receipt of the message to:
check the target address in the message to determine whether it
corresponds to an address associated with the processor;
if the target address in the message does correspond to an address
associated with the processor, to check the operating instructions in the
message to determine whether the message is to be re-routed; and
if the message is to be re-routed to replace operating instructions
within the message with the stored operating instructions, and place the
message on the communication means for delivery to the re-routing target
address.
2 . A system according to claim 1 wherein the message includes an
operating instruction field holding at least one address including the target
address, and if the message is to be re-routed the processor is arranged to
replace an address in the operating instruction field with the re-routing
target address.
3 . A system according to claim 1 or claim 2 wherein the address
within the message that is replaced is the address associated with the
processor.
4 . A system according to any foregoing claim wherein the operating
instructions in the message include a re-routing instruction indicating
whether the message is to be re-routed at the processor.
5. A processing system according to claim 4 wherein each processor
is arranged, if the received message is to be re-routed, to replace a used
re-routing instruction in the message with the re-routing instruction from
the operating instruction memory field.
6 . A system according to any foregoing claim wherein the operating
instructions in the message include a store instruction indicating whether
the message is to be stored at the processor associated with the re-routing
target address.
7 . A system according to any foregoing claim wherein each processor
is arranged to determine from the message whether the message is to be
stored, and if it is, to store at least a part of the message.
8 . A system according to any foregoing claim wherein each processor
has a plurality of addresses associated with it, one of the addresses being
a sink address.
9 . A system according to claim 8 wherein each processor is arranged,
if the target address in the message is its sink address, to re-route the
message.
10. A system according to claim 8 or claim 9 wherein each processor is
arranged, if the target address in the message is one of its addresses other
than the sink address, to store at least a part of the message at the target
address.
11. A system according to any foregoing claim wherein each of the
processors is further arranged to perform an instruction using a part of
the message as an input.
12. A system according to claim 11 wherein each processor is arranged
to produce an output as a result of performing the instruction and to place
the output on the communication means for delivery to another processor.
13. A system according to any foregoing claim wherein the operating
instruction field of each processor includes a further address memory
field arranged to hold a further re-routing target address and, if the
message is to be re-routed, to also place the message on the
communication means for delivery to any further re-routing address
stored in the further address memory field.
14. A system according to claim 13 wherein each processor has a
further re-routing instruction memory field and, if the message is to be
re-routed, to insert any further delivery instruction from the further re-
routing instruction field into the message to indicate to the processor at
the further re-routing address how the message is to be delivered.
15. A system according to claim 4 or claim 5 wherein the re-routing
instruction has a fixed number of possible states indicating, independently
of the processor at which it is stored and the re-routing address to which
it is to be sent, whether the message is to be re-routed at the processor at
the re-routing address.
16. A method of communicating messages between processors of a
processing system, the method comprising receiving a message at a
processor, the message including operating instructions which comprise a
target address, and on receipt of the message:
checking the target address to determine whether it corresponds to
an address associated with the processor;
if the target address does correspond to an address associated with
the processor, checking the operating instructions to determine whether
the message is to be re-routed;
if the message is to be re-routed, replacing an address within the
message with a re-routing target address to enable re-routing of the
message to the re-routing target address.
17. A method according to claim 16 wherein the address, within the
message, that is replaced, is the address associated with the processor.
18. A method according to claim 17 wherein the operating instructions
within the received message include a re-routing instruction.
19. A method according to claim 18 including determining whether the
message is to be re-routed and, if the message is to be re-routed,
replacing the re-routing instruction within the message with a further r e
routing instruction.
20. A method according to any of claims 16 to 19 wherein the
operating instructions comprise a store instruction indicating whether the
message is to be stored at the processor.
21. A method according to claim 20 including determining whether the
message is to be stored and, if it is, storing at least a part of the message.
22. A method according to any of claims 16 to 21 further comprising
performing an instruction using a part of the message as an input.
23. A method according to claim 22 including producing an output as a
result of performing the instruction and delivering the output to another
processor.
24. A method according to any of claims 16 to 23 further comprising,
if the message is to be re-routed inserting a further re-routing target
address into a copy of the message to enable delivery of the message to
the further re-routing target address.
25. A method according to claim 24 further comprising, if the message
is to be re-routed, inserting a further re-routing instruction into the copy
of the message to indicate to the processor at the further re-routing target
address whether the message is to be re-routed at that processor.
26. A method according to claim 18 or claim 19 wherein the re-routing
instruction has a fixed number of possible states indicating, independently
of the processor at which it is stored and the re-routing address to which
it is to be sent, whether the message is to be re-routed at the processor at
the re-routing address.
27. A method of setting up a processing system according to any of
claims 1 to 15, the method comprising loading a respective re-routing
target address into the re-routing address memory field of a plurality of
the processors thereby to define a route along which data can be
communicated between a plurality of the processors,
28. A processing system according to any of claims 1 to 15 wherein the
processors are each arranged to perform an instruction once in each of a
series of operating cycles, and the communication means comprises a
plurality of pipes each arranged to transmit data in a respective direction,
and each processor comprises a plurality of output means each arranged
to output data onto a respective one of the pipes in the form of tokens, at
least one of the output means being arranged to output two tokens onto
the same pipe in one operating cycle of the processor.
29. A processing system comprising a plurality of processors each
arranged to perform an instruction once in each of a series of operating
cycles, and communication means arranged to carry messages between the
processors, wherein the communication means comprises a plurality of
pipes each arranged to transmit data in a respective direction, and each
processor comprises a plurality of output means each arranged to output
data onto a respective one of the pipes in the form of tokens, at least one
of the output means being arranged to output two tokens onto the same
pipe in one operating cycle of the processor.
30. A processing system according to claim 28 or claim 29 wherein
each pipe comprises a plurality of pipe frames and the communication
means is arranged to transfer tokens between adjacent pipe frames, to
carry the messages, at a pipe frequency which is higher than that of the
operating cycle of the processors.
31. A processing system according to claim 30 wherein the processor
is arranged to output two tokens to the same pipe frame at different times
within the operating cycle of the processor and the communication means
is arranged to transmit the first of the tokens to another pipe frame before
the second token is output onto the pipe.
32. A processing system substantially as hereinbefore described with
reference to any one or more of the accompanying drawings.
33. A method of communicating messages between processors
substantially as hereinbefore described with reference to any one or more
of the accompanying drawings.




